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The field equations in modified gravity theories possess an important decoupling prop-
erty with respect to certain classes of nonholonomic frames. This allows us to construct
generic off–diagonal solutions depending on all spacetime coordinates via generating and
integration functions containing (un–)broken symmetry parameters. Some corresponding
analogous models have a nice ultraviolet behavior and seem to be (super) renormaliz-
able in a sense of covariant modifications of Horˇava–Lifshits (HL) and ghost free gravity.
The apparent noncommutativity and breaking of Lorentz invariance by quantum effects
can be encoded into geometric objects and basic equations on noncommutative tangent
Lorentz. The constructions can be extended to include conjectured covariant reonormal-
izable models with effective Einstein fields with (non)commutative variables.
We study four equivalent models determined by actions of type
S =
1
16π
∫
δu4
√
|gαβ| L, for L =
[i]L, (1)
where [1]L = f̂(R̂)+ mL, [2]L = R˜+ L˜, [3]L = R+L(T µν , Rµν),
[4]L = f(R˘)+ mL
are considered for the same metric g = {gµν} on a four dimensional (4d) Lorentz
manifold V but for different connections and respective scalar curvatures and/ or
f–modified Lagrange densities1 ; mL and L are respectively the Lagrange densities
of matter fields and effective matter. The spacetime axiomatic can be extended2 for
Einstein – Finsler like models on tangent Lorentz bundle TV.
Theories with [1]L are useful for constructing generic off–diagonal solutions
in general relativity, GR, and modifications. Geometric models with [2]L can be
considered as ”bridges” between generating functions determining certain classes of
generic off–diagonal Einstein manifolds and modified gravity theories. The effective
Lagrange density [3]L is similar to that introduced for covariant renormalization and
HL gravity.1 The models with [4]L transfers us into the field of ”standard” modified
theories with scalar curvature determined by the Levi–Civita (LC) connection. In
almost Ka¨hler variables, theories of type [1]L– [3]L can be quantized using non–
perturbative methods for deformation quantization and A–brane quantization, or
as perturbative gauge theories.3
A class of (quantum type) modified noncommutative gravity theories are physi-
cally motivated by the Schro¨dinger type uncertainty relations uˆαpˆβ− pˆβuˆα = i~θ̂αβ ,
where ~ is the Planck constant, i2 = −1, and uˆα and pˆβ are, respectively, cer-
tain coordinate and momentum type operators. Such geometric models are elabo-
rated on ”θ–extensions” of tangent Lorentz bundles TV→ θTV, (there are used
also co–tangent bundles T ∗V→ θT ∗V etc). The extensions are determined by
noncommutative complex distributions stated by ”generalized uncertainty” rela-
tions uαsuβs − uβsuαs = iθαsβs , where the antisymmetric matrix θ = (θαsβs)
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can be taken with constant coefficients with respect to certain frame of refer-
ence (for ”small” θ–deformations V→ θV). The label ”s” is considered for three
two dimensional (2-d) ”shells” s = 0, 1, 2 and a conventional splitting on θTV,
dim( θTV) = 4 + 2s = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 8 with coordinates respectively pa-
rameterized uαs = (xis , yas). The uncertainty relations and coordinate parame-
terizations are adapted to Whitney sums (nonlinear connections, N–connections)
sN : T sV = hV ⊕ vV ⊕ 1vV ⊕ 2vV. This prescribes a local fibred struc-
ture on θV, when sN = Nasis (
su, θ)dxis ⊗ ∂/∂yas defines N–adapted (co) bases
eνs = (eis , eas) and e
µs = (eis , eas); eis =
∂
∂xis
− Nasis
∂
∂yas
, eas =
∂
∂yas
; eis =
dxis , eas = dyas + Nasis dx
is .
Any metric sg on θV can be represented as a distinguished metric (d–metric)
s
g = = {gαsβs} = gisjs (
s
u, θ) eis ⊗ ejs + gasbs(
s
u, θ)eas ⊗ ebs (2)
= gij(x) e
i ⊗ ej + gab(u) e
a ⊗ eb + ga1b1(
1
u, θ) ea1 ⊗ eb1 + ga2b2(
2
u, θ)ea2 ⊗ eb2 .
A self–consistent approach to such theories is based on the Groenewold–Moyal
product (star product, or ⋆–product). We apply a geometric formalism4 modified
for nonholonomic distributions and connections with ∇ → D = D˜, or = D̂, and
almost Ka¨hler variables determined by data (g,N). The symbol D˜ is used for the
Cartan connection completely determined by regular effective Lagrange generating
function L(x, y), and a canonical almost Ka¨hler space with g = g˜, N = N˜ and
J = J˜ defined by L, when θ˜(·, ·) := g˜
(
J˜·, ·
)
.
It is possible to define s–shell associative star operators s⋆˜ if Dµs = (Dis ,Das),
for D = D˜ (or = D̂), α ( s⋆˜)β =
∑
k
ℓk
k! θ
a1b1 ...θakbk(Da1 . . .Dak) · (Db1 . . .Dbk).
We derive a N–adapted local frame structure e˜αs = (eis , e˜as) which can be con-
structed by noncommutative deformations of eα, e˜
α
s
αs = e
α
s
αs + iθ
γsβse
α
s
αs γsβs
+
θγsβsθτsµse
α
s
αs γsτsµs+O(θ
3), e˜αs⋆α
s
= e
α
s
αs +iθ
γsβseαsα
s
γsβs
+θγsβsθτsµseαsα
s
γsβsτsµs
+
O(θ3), where e˜αs⋆α
s
⋆ e˜
β
s
αs = δ
β
s
α
s
, δ
β
α is the Kronecker tensor. The values e
α
s
αs γsβs
and e
α
s
αs γsτsµs can be written in terms of e
α
s
αs , θ
γsβs and the spin distinguished con-
nection corresponding to sD˜, or sD̂. We can parameterize the noncommutative
and nonholonomic transforms when sgαsβs(
su, θ) (2) is with real coefficients which
for s = 1, 2 depend only on even powers of θ, gi(u) = g`i(x
k), ha = h`a(u), has =
h`as(u) +
2has(u)θ
2 + O(θ4), Nasis (
su, θ) = N`asis (
su) + 2Nasis (
su)θ2 +O(θ4). For
simplicity, we shall not write θ in explicit form if that will not result in ambiguities
for any notation of type Nasis (
su, θ), Nasis (θ), or N
as
is
( su).
Applying a N–adapted variational calculus for [1]L onV, we derive the equations
of motion for 4–d modified massive gravity1,5 (∂
R̂
f̂)R̂αβ −
1
2 f̂(R̂)gαβ + µ˚
2Xαβ =
M−2Pl Tαβ , where MPl is the Plank mass, R̂µν is the Einstein tensor for a pseudo–
Riemannian metric gµν and D̂, Tµν is the standard energy–momentum tensor for
matter. For simplicity, we consider sources which (using frame transforms) can be
parameterized with respect to N–adapted frames in the form Υαβ =
1
M2
Pl
(∂
R̂
f̂)
Tαβ =
1
M2
Pl
(∂
R̂
f̂)
mT δαβ = Υˆ δ
α
β , for a constant value Υˆ := M
−2
Pl (∂R̂f̂)
−1 mT . Under general
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assumptions, the effective source can be parameterizedΥβsδs = (
sΥˆ+ sΥ˚)δβsδs . The
sources with s = 1 and 2 are considered as certain effective ones on ”fibers” with
noncommutative variables. On θTV, the modified gravitational field equations are
sR̂ βsδs −
1
2
gβsδs
scR̂ = Υβsδs , L̂
cs
asjs
= eas(N
cs
js
), Ĉisjsbs = 0, Ω
as
jsis
= 0. (3)
We generate solutions of (3) by any
ds
2
K = ǫie
ψ(xk,µ˚)(dxi)2 +
Φ˜2
4Λ˜
[
dy
3 + (∂i n)dx
i
]2
+
(∂4 Φ˜)
2
Λ˜ Φ2
[
dy
4 + (∂i Aˇ)dx
i
]2
+
1Φ˜2
4 1Λ˜
[
dy
5 + (∂τ
1
n)duτ
]2
+
(∂6
1Φ˜)2
1Λ˜ 1Φ˜2
[
dy
6 + (∂τ
1
Aˇ)duτ
]2
(4)
+
2Φ˜2
4 2Λ˜
[
dy
7 + (∂τ1
2
n)duτ1
]2
+
(∂8
2Φ˜)2
2Λ˜ 2Φ˜2
[
dy
8 + (∂τ1
2
Aˇ)duτ1
]2
.
The Lagrangian densities (1) include z = 3 theories which allows us to generate
ultra–violet power counting renormalizable 3+1 and/or 2+2 quantum models. We
can take more general sources and generating functions instead of ⋄L and write
− ⋄nˆL = αˆ{(T
µν ⋄∇µ
⋄∇ν + γˆT
α
α
⋄∇β ⋄∇β)
nˆ(Tαβ ⋄Rαβ + βˆT
α
α
⋄
R
β
β
)}2, (5)
where nˆ and γˆ are constants and ⋄∇µ is obtained via nonholonomic constraints
of any ⋄Dµ which is metric compatible and completely determined by a metric
structure. We use Υ = − ⋄nˆL which results in a different class of generating func-
tions nˆφ˜ from ∂4(
nˆφ˜)∂4h3
2h3h4
= − ⋄nˆL. A new class of off–diagonal solutions (4) can be
generated for data φ˜→ nˆφ˜, φ→ nˆφ and ⋄Υ→ − ⋄nˆL. Twisted (non) commutative
extensions to higher ”velocity/ momentum” type fibers can be performed in a stan-
dard manner as we considered in the previous section. We can apply the analysis
provided in1,3 which states that the analogous [3]L and [4]L models derived for (5)
are renormalizable if nˆ = 1 and super–renormalizable for nˆ = 2. Such properties
can be preserved for theories generalized on tangent Lorentz bundles.
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